THE PLATFORM

2RevsNoChurch is a podcast with a visual component that is led by 2 Queer women of color, Rev. Da Saint and Rev. Meagan, takes God out of the religious box into an open liberating space. 2RevsNoChurch is what is missing within the theological community and sacred spaces. Queer artists are asked to be guests on the show where they share their journey of faith and their creative gift.

THE PODCAST

Sample topics discussed on podcast are

"Me First" - Putting aside religiosity for a more intimate relationship with the divine.

"Nothing Can Separate Me" - Knowing who we are and whose we are; how to combat the naysayers.

"Fill My Cup" - What’s the cup & what’s in it? Discovering the vessel that is you.

THE PURPOSE

To build community and create a movement outside of the four walls of the church, which is inclusive of all beings particularly those that the church has rejected.

"We are two revs with no church gathering everyone who wants to get into the conversation about faith hope and love."
WHO WE ARE

“We believe that THE sacred space is not just the church building but it is also where community and spirit gather for an intentional purpose of love, connection, and understanding.” The motto of 2RevsNoChurch is preach, pray, and play...“this is who we are and that is what we do.”

REV. DASAINT

Graduate of the Interdenominational Theological Center/ Morehouse School of Religion and ordained/licensed within the Independent Baptist faith tradition. “When I discovered God for myself in ALL Her glory, I loved her fearlessly which taught me to love me deeply.” Rev. Da Saint has lived an out loud faith by living into her calling as an Artistic Minister, and sharing her Truth in Love. She is also the host and creator of show Theology Talks You Like... Or Not (TTYL... OR NOT) that focuses creating a digital canon for the present day of how we experience God, self and others anew.

REV. MEAGAN MCLEOD

Graduate of Lutheran Theological Seminary and ordained/licensed within United Church of Christ. “The God that I am in love with does not count my mistakes but is forming my greatness from the glory of its God-self.” Rev. Meagan started an on-line ministry entitled Spiritually Chosen Ministry and also offers Spiritual Coaching services.
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